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Abstract
Genetic studies of the targets of the Hox genes have revealed only the tip of the iceberg. Recent
microarray studies that have identified hundreds more transcriptional responses to Hox genes in
Drosophila will help elucidate the role of Hox genes in development and evolution.
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Hox genes are well known for their role in specifying
segmental identities [1], a role highlighted by homeotic
mutant flies with a leg in place of an antenna or four wings
instead of two. Present in all bilaterian animals, Hox genes
encode homeodomain transcription factors that operate in
many different tissues and cell types, and modulate a wide
range of cell responses by controlling the expression of sub-
ordinate target genes [2]. The complexity of the regulatory
networks controlled by Hox genes, together with the short
and degenerate DNA sites at which Hox proteins bind, have
hampered the identification of their target genes [3]. Never-
theless, the identification of Hox-regulated gene networks is
fundamental if we are to understand the developmental
processes of morphogenesis and cell differentiation in
animals, and in particular the evolution and functional
diversification of serially homologous structures.
Many groups have started to use microarray profiling to
systematically detect genes differentially expressed as the
result of the activity of Hox genes. The sensitivity of this
technique for identifying biologically relevant targets of Hox
genes has been questioned, however [4], as the effects of
Hox gene function can be elicited locally, affecting only a
small subset of the Hox-expressing cells at a given time [5].
Such responses might be undetectable because of their small
contribution to the total transcript population. Furthermore,
the interpretation of any experimental set-up involving
misexpression of Hox genes is complicated by two factors:
their extensive cross-regulation [6] and their concentration-
dependent activity [7].
Two recent papers by Hueber et al. [8] and Hersh et al. [9]
exemplify this whole-genome quest for downstream targets
of Hox gene function in Drosophila (Figure 1). The first
group searched for Hox-regulated genes in the embryo by
ubiquitously overexpressing each one of the Hox genes
Deformed  (Dfd),  Sex combs reduced (Scr),  Antennapedia
(Antp),  Ultrabithorax  (Ubx),  abdominal A (abd-A) or
Abdominal B (Abd-B), and comparing the transcriptomes in
these embryos with those of control embryos overexpressing
a lacZ reporter construct. The second group focused on the
transcriptional targets of Ubx in developing wing and haltere
imaginal discs. These two serially homologous appendages
develop from initially equivalent fields of cells; Ubx is the
primary genetic switch that controls the unique
characteristics of the halteres (hindwings), which develop a
dramatically different morphology from that of the
(fore)wings [10].
Studying completely different developmental stages, both
groups reach the same key conclusion: each Hox gene
regulates hundreds of downstream genes, and these genes
belong to many different functional classes, ranging from
other regulatory genes like transcription factors and signaling
components to terminal differentiation genes (realizators)
that execute a mixed repertoire of cell behaviors and
enzymatic reactions. This finding is a firm demonstration by
genomic means of a view previously established by
conventional genetics - homeotic proteins are versatile
transcription factors that interact with developmental regula-
tory networks at multiple levels and many developmentalstages, modulating the transcription of numerous target
genes [10-12].
For a sample of the putative targets, the accuracy of these
genomic approaches has been tested by in situ hybridization
and genetic manipulation. These tests show a low false-
positive rate [8], providing some reassurance as to the
accuracy of the genomic approaches. The sensitivity of the
microarray method is evident from the fact that among the
targets there are genes that, in normal development, show
localized responses to Hox expression in cells that make only
a minor contribution to the overall RNA pool, especially in
the heterogeneous embryonic tissue [8]. Ubiquitous over-
expression of the Hox genes in many segments amplifies the
response of these targets, allowing their identification.
Previous genetic studies have preferentially identified genes
encoding transcription factors and signaling proteins among
candidate Hox direct targets [3], but this bias is not evident
in the whole-genome studies. Indeed, many housekeeping
genes are identified among the downstream targets [8]. It
seems plausible that the complexity of morphogenetic
processes requires the coordinated control of housekeeping
genes in a subtle fashion in many cells, rather than the
abrupt on/off regulation of a limited set of targets. The
observation that many of the realizator genes have general,
and often partially redundant, roles is likely to have
hindered their discovery by classic genetic approaches. It
emphasizes the value of microarray expression profiling in
tackling this largely unexplored aspect of Hox gene function.
There has been some discussion as to just how many targets
there may be for a given Hox gene. These two studies
provide no definitive answer. With microarray methods, the
number of target genes revealed in a given tissue and
developmental stage will depend heavily on the parameters
set during statistical analysis of the expression data.
Interestingly, a comparison of the two studies shows that
rather similar numbers of targets for the Ubx Hox gene are
reported in the heterogeneous tissue of whole embryos [8]
and in the more homogeneous tissue of the developing wing
and haltere discs [9]. This seems biologically implausible.
We note also that the sets of target genes identified by
Hueber et al. [8] at two consecutive embryonic stages are
quite distinct, showing only 22% of common targets. Even
combined, these sets are unlikely to represent a compre-
hensive listing of Hox targets.
In both studies, only a fraction of the genes identified as
targets will be directly regulated by Hox proteins. Others will
be responding indirectly as secondary effects of the direct
targets. It is noteworthy that in the study by Hueber et al.
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Figure 1
Microarray expression profiling for identification of Hox downstream targets. (a) Hueber et al. [8] compared Drosophila embryos overexpressing a
control lacZ gene (blue) with embryos individually overexpressing various Hox genes (yellow). (b) Hersh et al. [9] searched for targets of Ultrabithorax
(green) in haltere imaginal discs by comparing their transcriptome with that of wing imaginal discs (gray).
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of putative Hox targets[8], the older embryos, which have been exposed to ectopic
Hox expression for longer, consistently show more Hox-
responsive targets than the younger embryos, suggesting
that the proportion of secondary targets may be greater in
the older embryos. Similarly, it should be remembered that
in the study of wing and haltere development, Hersh et al.
[9] are studying the cumulative effects of Ubx throughout
embryonic and larval development, and so will also see
responses that lie a long way downstream from the direct
actions of Ubx.
The safest way to identify direct targets is to characterize the
cis-regulatory elements that mediate their Hox response.
The availability of several sequenced Drosophila genomes
allows the use of sequence conservation in non-coding
sequences to spot candidate cis-regulatory blocks. These can
then be scanned for motifs corresponding to putative
binding sites for Hox proteins and other transcription
factors. Using this approach, Hueber at al. [8] suggest that
about 20-30% of the Dfd-regulated genes in the embryo are
direct targets. Six of these putative direct target sequences
were tested experimentally; all were shown to bind
Deformed protein in vitro. The authors conclude, perhaps
somewhat optimistically, that “the combination of micro-
array analysis with bioinformatics approaches will allow us
in the future to not only identify direct Hox target genes, but
also to construct complete Hox regulatory networks” (our
italics). We suspect that the hard grind of experimental work
will still be required to validate the microarray data. It will
certainly be required to turn phenomenology into a detailed
understanding of mechanism.
A key aspect of mechanism that is still not fully understood is
how the different Hox proteins in a single species mediate
such distinct biological activities, particularly in view of their
similar DNA-binding specificities in vitro [13]. The authors of
the comparative survey in Drosophila embryos conclude that
Hox genes achieve their functional specificity by regulating
largely unique sets of downstream genes [8], implying that in
vivo they have distinct target selectivities. While their data
clearly provide support for this idea, there is still substantial
overlap in the sets of Hox targets. For those Hox genes that
were studied under strictly comparable conditions, about half
the targets were found to be regulated by two or more Hox
genes, and the other half were uniquely regulated by a single
gene. One gene, abd-A, does show an exceptional number of
unique targets in this study [8], but this result runs counter to
genetic observations that suggest that abd-A and Ubx share
many biological functions [14]. This exceptional behavior
may perhaps be attributed to the distinct experimental
conditions under which the abd-A assay was carried out [8].
By contrast, we might expect that Abd-B would show more
unique targets, given both the divergent sequence of the
Abd-B homeodomain, and the highly modified morphology of
the posterior segments that it controls [15,16]. There is some
suggestion of this in the data [8].
In the same study, Hueber et al. [8] checked whether targets
held in common by more than one Hox gene were regulated
in a similar manner or not. They note that there is a trend for
Hox genes functioning in the same body part (head, trunk,
posterior end) to regulate common targets similarly [8]. It
should be noted, however, that the disparity observed
between Hox genes specifying different parts is not extensive
and cannot alone account for the morphological diversifica-
tion of body parts. It will be interesting to see how this func-
tional convergence or divergence is mediated by the struc-
ture of the Hox proteins. We suspect that, more than 20 years
after the discovery of the homeoproteins, there is still much
to be learnt about the functional domains of Hox proteins.
To understand how Hox proteins achieve their biological
activity, we shall probably need a detailed understanding of
Hox-targeted enhancers. Several studies have shown that
the activity of Hox genes is highly context dependent, in the
sense that the landscape of transcription factors and
signaling molecules in a given cell at a given time guides
specific Hox effects [2]. The few exhaustively studied cases
of embryonic enhancers channeling Hox inputs have
confirmed that several transcriptional regulators collaborate
to generate the appropriate output [17-20]. Similarly, Hersh
et al. have used genetic tests, in vitro binding assays and in
vivo activity assays with reporter constructs to show that one
direct target of Ubx protein in the haltere is activated [9] by
Ubx binding, whereas others are repressed [9,21,22]. Hox
proteins confer the positional information along the
anterior-posterior body axis, but other factors provide the
cell/tissue-type information, and information about the
precise position within a segment. The effect of Hox
expression depends on all of these parameters. In this
context, the remarkable aspects of Hox proteins as trans-
cription factors are their versatility to act in so many distinct
contexts, and the durability of their axially restricted expres-
sion domains, which are maintained by complex epigenetic
mechanisms long after the information that specified these
domains has decayed [23].
The nature of Hox-responsive enhancers, and the architec-
ture of entire Hox-regulated networks, has important
implications for the evolution of morphological traits. We
are still some way from understanding the molecular
changes that bring new batteries of genes under Hox
regulation to generate novel morphologies. Sean Carroll’s
group has been using the Ubx-controlled haltere network
as a paradigm to gain some insight into this question.
Some of the cases they have studied point to the flexible
“unsystematic, undesigned assembly of regulatory
elements during evolution” [22], whereas others suggest
the evolution of a “single [Ubx] core binding sequence
within the context of previously existing cis-regulatory
elements” [9]. General principles, apart from the fact that
Ubx regulation in the haltere occurs through monomer
binding sites, are not yet clear.
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stream of Hox gene expression. We should not forget
though, that while the distinct sets of targets associated with
each Hox gene in each organism are likely to have a major
role in the diversification of segments, subtleties in the
regulation of the Hox genes themselves have also been
shown to play a part in the detailed patterning of individual
segments [24], and changes in this regulation are important
for the generation of diversity between different lineages of
animals [25].
Delving into the molecular aspects of Hox gene function,
there is also a danger that we will focus disproportionately
on the role of this one gene family in developmental control
and morphological evolution. It is perhaps worth stressing
that the Hox genes do not provide the full instruction set to
make a particular structure. The wing, for example, develops
just fine without Hox gene input. By and large, and certainly
for much of adult development, the Hox genes are modu-
lating a generic set of instructions, which, in the absence of
Hox gene expression, are still capable of patterning
segments and making segment appendages.
The same applies to their role in evolution: Hox genes are
not the be-all and end-all of morphological evolution that
some textbook accounts would have us believe. Natural
selection has long been viewed as a tinkerer, exploiting
whatever comes to hand to generate novel structures or
functions, so long as they are of adaptive value. Hox-
mediated regionalization is only one of the levels at which
this tinkering can act. It may be a particularly opportune
level to drive the diversification of serial homologs,
particularly in view of the large number and diverse set of
targets that the Hox genes regulate, but we must expect
selection to exploit many other aspects of the developmental
process as well. The Hox genes are a good test case to study
how gene networks change as animals evolve, but they are
only one part of a story that will prove yet more complicated.
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